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Introduction

The pool frog (Pelophylax lessonae) is found through much of central and
northern continental Europe. Its global IUCN Red List category is Least Concern.
However, some populations in the far north of the range have been found to be
genetically and phenotypically distinct, representing a northern clade. This form
was once found in the United Kingdom but was generally considered to be an
introduction. It was only in the late 20th century that its status was investigated
thoroughly, and in the early 2000s compelling evidence emerged to demonstrate
that the species was in fact native. By this time the last known population had
gone extinct. The reintroduction was planned for a confidential location in the
county of Norfolk, in the east of England, the same region where the last native
population occurred, using northern clade stock from Sweden. At the time of
reintroduction planning, the species was listed as a national biodiversity priority
and remains so. It now has a high degree of legal protection, but it was not
protected at the time of reintroduction.

Goals
Goal 1: To establish a viable population of northern pool frogs in the UK at a
suitable site within their UK historical range.
Goal 2: To assess the effectiveness of amphibian reintroduction using wild-towild translocation.
Goal 3: To assess the impacts of reintroducing pool frogs on other co-existing
species and habitats.

Success indicators
Indicator 1: Early indicators - Survival of eggs/larvae through to
metamorphosis, survival of adults, and breeding activity.
Indicator 2: Long-term indicators - Adult population size of at least 50 and
ideally at least 100; mixed population structure in terms of demography;
progressive colonization of multiple ponds by dispersing frogs.
Indicator 3: Co-existing species and habitats are not negatively impacted, and
ideally are enhanced, by the reintroduction of pool frogs.
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Project Summary

Feasibility: The northern
pool frog was only
recognized as a UK native
species in 2005 after its
national extinction, having
been generally regarded
an introduction from other
parts of Europe. Research
in the 1990s and 2000s
confirmed its native status,
reversing its position from
an unwelcome alien
species to one of high
conservation concern. An
investigation into the
desirability and feasibility
Female pool frog © Jim Foster/ARC
of reintroduction
concluded that
establishing a population in the UK would represent a significant gain for national
biodiversity, as well as a contribution to its European status, given that the
northern populations are scarce and often imperiled. The main reasons for
decline and extinction were thought to be a reduction in water levels due to
abstraction, and substantial deterioration in habitat condition. The species was
listed as a biodiversity priority, though it was not yet legally protected because of
the earlier confusion over its status. All of these issues were thoroughly
investigated and a reintroduction strategy was produced following consultation
with experts in amphibians and reintroduction methods (Buckley & Foster, 2005).
Goals and indicators of success were set out in that document, and further
developed in documentation supporting the releases, in particular to ensure
compliance with IUCN reintroduction guidance. Much effort was put into early
liaison with site managers and regulatory authorities to ensure that the more
complex challenges were considered and addressed well before the releases
were due to occur. Efforts to restore habitat for a receptor site involved
examination of habitat characteristics at historic pool frog sites in the UK and
existing sites in Sweden. It was decided to keep the precise location of the
receptor site confidential to reduce the chance of collection of frogs, for what
would be the rarest UK amphibian after reintroduction.
Implementation: The reintroduction was achieved by wild-to-wild
translocation, using founders from Sweden (a close genetic match and where
populations were robust enough to tolerate some removals). Early discussions
with the Swedish authorities were important, because of the need to carefully
assess potential impacts, and legal issues relating to capture, export from
Sweden and import to the UK. Frogs were caught during four annual visits from
2005 to 2008, flown to the UK and released at a specially prepared receptor site.
Following a population viability analysis, a mix of adults, juveniles, spawn and
larvae was imported. Mortality during import was minimal, with a loss of <5 larvae
per year, and no mortality of post-metamorphic animals. Head-starting was used
in addition to hard release in some years, with mixed success. Early discussions
with veterinary experts (the Institute of Zoology) were important, to ensure that we
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implemented a full disease risk assessment, disease risk management, and postrelease health surveillance (Sainsbury et al., 2016). An advisory group,
comprising species experts, landowners and regulatory authorities, assessed
progress by reviewing monitoring reports, undertaking site visits and providing
additional advice on methods.
Post-release monitoring: Monitoring comprised three main strands: 1)
monitoring of released pool frogs via individual identification and counts of all
detectable life stages; 2) monitoring of co-existing amphibians, reptiles and
habitat condition; 3) monitoring of health status of pool frogs and other
amphibians. In summary, we found: a) a breeding population of pool frogs has
been established, with an estimated adult population size of 67 (95% CI = 64-76)
[as at end of 2016]; there is a good demographic profile, with regular breeding,
though in some years counts of metamorphs or juveniles have been low; pool
frogs have colonized and breed in multiple ponds; b) common frogs (Rana
temporaria) appear to have increased substantially, while the status of newts has
not noticeably changed (there are issues with detectability, but no decline is
evident); habitats appear to be providing excellent conditions for a range of other
wildlife, including aquatic beetles, reptiles and mammals; c) pool frogs and other
amphibians appear to be in good health condition and there is no evidence of cointroduction of serious infectious disease. Ecological monitoring has been
undertaken by a contractor working to a specification provided by the project
leaders, and health monitoring has been undertaken by the Institute of Zoology.
Annual reviews ensure that monitoring goals and methods remain appropriate
and take account of changing constraints.

Major difficulties faced
Given that population establishment takes many years and there is a
background of fluctuating reproductive success, establishing meaningful shortterm indicators is difficult.
Understanding patterns and causes of mortality in reintroduced frogs and,
especially, their progeny.
Uncertainty over
interpreting the
significance of
potential threats
such as shifting
habitat condition or
increase in predator
abundance.
Deciding how to
balance resources
available for pool
frog conservation
between: 1)
ensuring activity at
the first
reintroduction site
progressed
adequately, and 2)

Frogs prepared for export in boxes © Jim Foster/ARC
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establishing additional
populations to ensure a
more resilient national
population of pool frogs
(releases for the
second reintroduction
site started in 2015).
Securing continuity of
funding for
implementing
reintroduction activity.

Major lessons learned
Given the inherent
uncertainty in the
outcomes of
reintroduction activity,
Pool frog habitat © Jim Foster/ARC
flexibility in
implementation was
crucial, based on monitoring and adaptive management of the reintroduction
program.
Detailed ecological knowledge of the target species was key to planning the
reintroduction.
Setting a clear objective and indicators of success helped to plan monitoring.
Planning the reintroduction required substantial lead-in time and consultation
with a range of authorities, and this effort required significant co-ordination and
funding.
Project management takes time and needs clear governance, especially
where there are risks relating to legal and procedural issues, and where
implementation requires flexibility to deviate from agreed plans.

Success of project
Highly Successful

Successful

Partially Successful

Failure

√
Reason(s) for success/failure:
Careful planning, implementation, documentation and resourcing of the
reintroduction.
Selection of an appropriate receptor site with resources reasonably
guaranteed for long-term management.
Development of a thorough evidence base on which to plan the reintroduction,
notably on pool frog status, monitoring methods, ecological requirements and
decline factors.
Advice from an inclusive partnership of researchers, practitioners, site
managers and government agencies.
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